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ABSTRACT:  STATCOM is a popular device to improve voltage of weak buses in two bus systems. This work deals 
with modeling and simulation of closed loop controlled Three Phase voltage source inverter based STATCOM in eight 
bus system. Closed loop PI & FLC controlled STATCOM systems are investigated and their results are compared. The 
comparison is done in term of time domain response parameters like steady state error & settling time. The STATCOM 
with FLC is observed to be faster than PI controlled system.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
FLEXIBLE AC transmission systems (FACTS) are being used extensively in power system to enhance the system 

utilization, power deportation quantity as well as the power quality of ac system interconnections [1], [2]. As a typical 
shunt FACTS device, static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) is employed at the point of common connection 
(PCC) to absorb or inject the appropriate reactive power, through which the voltage quality of PCC is improved [3]. In 
recent years, many topologies have been enforced to the STATCOM. Amid these various types of topology, H-bridge 
cascaded STATCOM has been extensively acknowledged in high-power applications for the following abilities: quick 
response speed, small volume, high efficiency, minimal synergy with the supply grid and its individual phase control 
ability [4]–[7]. Compared with other types of converter three phase VSI based STATCOM can obtain a high number of 
levels more easily and connected to the grid directly without using the bulky transformer. This empowers us to 
minimize cost and maximize the use of Three phase VSI based STATCOM [8]. 

There are two technological difficulties which are there in Three phase VSI based STATCOM up to date. First, the 
curb approach for the current loop is an significant factor influencing the compensation performance. Yet, different 
non-ideal factors, such as the small bandwidth of the output current loop, the time delay lured by the signal disclosure 
circuit, and the reference command current generation process, will deteriorate the compensation effect. Second, Three 
phase VSI based STATCOM is a perplexing system with many VSI based inverter in each phase, so the voltage 
imbalance issue caused by different active power losses among the cells, various switching patterns for different cells, 
parameter variations of active and passive components inside cells will influence the reliability of the system and even 
lead to the breakdown of the system. Hence, lots of researches have focused on seeking the solutions to these problems. 

In terms of current loop control, recently used methodology involves linear control method, in which the non-linear 
equations of the STATCOM model are linearized with a specific equilibrium. The most widely used linear control 
schemes are PI controllers [9], [10]. In [9], to regulate reactive power, only a simple PI controller is carried out. In [10], 
through a decoupled lured strategy, the PI controller is employed in a synchronous d–q frame. However, it is hard to 
find the suitable parameters for designing the PI controller and the performance of the PI controller might degrade with 
the external disturbance. Thus, a number of intelligent methods have been proposed to modify the PI controller 
efficiency such as particle swarm optimization [11], neural networks [12], and artificial immunity [13]. In literature 
[14], [15], adaptive control and linear robust control have been reported for their anti-external disturbance ability. In 
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literature [16], [17], a popular dead-beat current controller is used. This control method has the maximum bandwidth 
and the speedy current tracking reference. The steady-state performance of Three phase VSI based STATCOM is 
improved, but the dynamic performance is not improved. In [18], a DC injection elimination method called IDCF is 
proposed to build an additional closed loop for the DC component of the output current. It can improve the output 
current quality of STATCOM. However, the circuit configuration of the cascaded STATCOM is the delta 
configuration, but not the star configuration. Moreover, an adaptive theory-based improved linear sinusoidal tracer 
control method is proposed in [19] and a leaky least mean square-based lured methodology is expected in [20]. But 
these methods are not for STATCOM with the VSI structure. By using the traditional linear control method, the 
controller is characterized by its simple control structure and parameter design convenience, but poor dynamic control 
stability. 

Other control approaches apply nonlinear control which directly compensates for the system nonlinearities without 
requiring a linear approximation. In [21], a transfer function linearization controller is designed. By adding a damping 
term, the oscillation amplitude of the internal dynamics can be effectively decreased. However, the stability cannot be 
guaranteed [22]. Then, many new modified damping controllers are designed to enhance the stability and performance 
of the internal dynamics [23]–[26]. However, the implementation of these controllers is very complex. To enhance 
robustness and simplify the controller layout, a passivity-based controller (PBC) based on fault dynamics is proposed 
for STATCOM [27]–[30]. Furthermore, the exponential cohesion of system equilibrium point is guaranteed. 
Nevertheless, these methods are not designed on the basis of STATCOM with the three phase VSI based arrangement 
and no literature is verified experimentally.  

In terms of DC voltage balancing control in capacitor, there are three major issues: overall voltage stabilization 
clustered stabilizing control, and specific balancing control. In literature [31], under the assumption of all DC 
capacitors being equally charged and balanced, they can only eliminate the imbalances caused by the inconsistent drive 
pulses without detecting all DC capacitor voltages. In [32]–[34], additional hardware circuits are required in the 
methods based on AC bus energy exchange and DC bus energy exchange, which will maximize the cost and the 
complexity of the system. In [35], a method based on zero-sequence volt-age interjection is enhanced and it will 
increase the DC capacitor voltage endurance capacity. On the confliction, the methodology using negative-sequence 
current in [36] do not require the maximum mar-gin of DC capacitor voltage, but the action of STATCOM is 
minimized. In [8], the individual phase with active power cluster is lured independently. In [37] and [38], it is super 
imposing the cosine component of the system voltage with clustered output voltage, but it can be easily affected by an 
inaccurate phase-locked loop (PLL). In [39], the active voltage vector superposition method is enhanced. The selective 
harmonic elimination modulation method is used in [40] and [41], in which DC voltage balancing control and low-
frequency modulation are achieved. Compared with the method in [40] and [41], a methodology shifting phase angle 
for DC voltage stabilization control is proposed in [42] and [43], through which the desirable effect can be easily 
achieved, whereas it is limited by the capacity of STATCOM. In [44], the DC voltage and reactive power are lured. yet, 
it cannot be extensively used due to fact that many non-ideal factors are neglected. In [45] and [46], the proposed 
method assumes that all cells are distributed with equal reactive power and it uses the cosine value of the current phase 
angle. It could lead to system instability, when using the zero-crossing point of the cosine value. In [47] and [48], the 
results of experiments are obtained in the downscaled laboratory system. Thus, they are not very persuasive in this 
condition. 
 
In this paper, VSI system using STATCOM is modeled and simulated. Comparison of result shows that PI controller 
offers better performance. VSI reduces THD content in the output of STATCOM .Scheme of the STATCOM in a 
simple two-bus System is illustrated in Fig.1.1 
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Fig.1.1 Block diagram of MLI based grid connected STATCOM 
 

As the shunt converters of the STATCOM are single-phase, it gives an opportunity to STATCOM to control 
current in each bus dependently, which implies that both negative and zero sequence unbalanced voltage can be 
compensated. Additional controllers are supplemented to the existing STATCOM controller. Their control principle is 
to monitor the negative and zero sequences current through the transmission line and to force them to zero.  

 
The above literature does not deal with comparison of PI and FLC controlled STATCOM systems used. The 

objective of this paper is to study the improvement in reactive power and reduction in THD using VSI. 
 

II. PRINCIPLE OF THE STATCOM 
 
A) Control Principle of STATCOM 
 

The STATCOM system consists of MLI based converters, and each of PWM pulse technique control scheme. 
The block diagram of the STATCOM and its control is shown in Fig (2). The shunt converter is controlled to inject a 
constant odd harmonic current into the transmission line, which is intended to supply reactive power for the shunt 
converters. 

The shunt converter extracts some reactive power from the grid at the fundamental frequency to maintain its 
DC voltage. The DC voltage of the shunt converter is controlled by the d component of the current at the fundamental 
frequency, and the q component is utilized for reactive power compensation. The power flow control function is 
realized by an outer control loop, the power flow control block. This block gets its reference signals from the system 
operator, and the control signals for STATCOM shunt converters are sent remotely via wireless or PLC communication 
method. 
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Fig.2. Block diagram of the bus radial STATCOM 

 
The functions of each control block shown in Fig (2) are described here: 
●Power flow control: It receives the set point for power flow from the system operator, and calculates the fundamental 
frequency voltage that should be injected by the shunt converters. 
●AC voltage control: gives the set points to shunt converter for reactive power compensation at the fundamental 
frequency. 
●Shunt converter control: generates odd harmonic current, the reactive power at the fundamental frequency and 
stabilizes the DC voltage. 
 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
                    Three Phase VSI based STATCOM systems are considered for simulation studies. The closed loop system 
with PI controller is shown in Figure 3.1.The output voltage is shown in Figure 3.2.Receiving end voltage THD is 
shown in Figure 3.3.Receiving end current is shown in Figure 3.4 Receiving end current THD is shown in Figure 
3.5.and it has value of 500 volts The closed loop system with FLC controller is shown in Figure 4.0.The output voltage 
is shown in Figure 4.1.Receiving end voltage THD is shown in Figure 4.2.Receiving end current is shown in Figure 4.3 
Receiving end current THD is shown in Figure 4.4. The real & reactive powers are shown in Figure 3.4and Figure 4.4 
for PI and PID system resp. Real power value is 600 W and reactive power value is 1300w.The comparison of 
responses with PI and FLC controllers is given in Table 2.The comparison indicates that settling time and steady state 
error in FLC system are 25% less than that of PI controlled system. Peak time is reduced from 0.35 to 0.26 seconds. 
Settling time is reduced from 0.43 to 0.30 seconds and steady state error is reduced from 5.6 to 1.3 Volts using FLC 
controller. 
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Figure 3.1.Closed loop system with PI controller 

 

 
Figure 3.2.Receiving end voltage 

 

 
Figure 3.3.Receiving end voltage THD 
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Figure 3.4.Receiving end current 

 

 
Figure 3.5.Receiving end current THD 

 
 

 

 
Figure 3.6.Real & reactive powers 
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Figure 4.0.Closed loop system with FLC controller 

 

 
Figure 4.1.Receiving End Voltage 
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Figure 4.2.Receiving End Voltage 

 

 
Figure 4.3.Receiving current  

 

  
 

Figure 4.4.Receiving current THD 
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Table-1 
 Comparison of Time domain parameters 

 
STATCOM Tr Ts Tp Ess 

PI controller 0.32 0.43 0.35 5.6 

FLC 
controller 

0.25 0.30 0.26 1.3 

 
    

    

Table-2  
Comparison of voltage & current THD 

 
STATCOM Voltage 

THD 
Current 

THD 

PI controller 6.90% 11.92% 

FLC controller 5.96% 6.72% 

 

   

  
IV. CONCLUSION 

 
 The Closed loop PI and FLC controlled VSI based STATCOM systems are modeled and simulated successfully. Their 
results are compared which shows that FLC controlled system gives superior performance to PI controlled system. The 
proposed VSI based STATCOM system has advantages like low THD, Reduced losses and heating .The only 
disadvantage of VSI based STATCOM system is that it requires six switches. 
  The scope of present work is to compare PI and FLC controlled system. The response of above systems will 
be compared with fuzzy logic controlled system in future. And fabricate single phase prototype hardware module. 
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